March 18-20

5th Grade Learning Resources

We would like to extend some resources that would be beneficial to ALL of our
5th grade Learners over their extended absences.
This is NOT mandatory. We simply wanted to provide resources for those of you
who would like to work on academic learning with your students over the break.
We have broken it down by the academic subject areas and added online
resources.
These are ideas and resources from which you can choose. All Quizzes are for
practice only and will not be graded.

Reading

Topic: Reading Skills

1. Read with your child for 30 minutes each day.

Math

2. Practice “Reading Skills”
3. Log onto Brainpop “Reading Skills
Username: pinelevel
Password: brainpop
Students are to watch the “Reading Skills,” and “Context Clues”
Upon completion of the movies, students may quiz themselves
Topic: Coordinates
1. Watch video on coordinate plane
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/basic-geo/basic-geo-coord-plane/coordinateplane-quad-1/v/introduction-to-the-coordinate-plane
2. Practice coordinate plane
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/basic-geo/basic-geo-coordplane/coordinate-plane-quad-1/a/coordinate-plane-word-problems-practice

3. Quiz yourself on brain pop (review and graded quiz)
https://www.brainpop.com/math/geometryandmeasurement/coordinateplane/
quiz/

Username: pinelevel
Password: brainpop
4. Students should also review multiplying decimals.
They can practice on Khan Academy:
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/arithmetic/arith-decimals/arith-reviewmultiplying-decimals/e/multiplying_decimals
Language
Arts

Science

*Students may also log into Google Classroom to view more assignments*
Grammar Topic: adverbs
1. Watch the video on adverbs and answer the quiz questions.
https://www.brainpop.com/english/grammar/adverbs/
Writing Topic: Essays
2. Watch the video on a five-paragraph essay.
3. https://www.brainpop.com/english/writing/fiveparagraphessay/
4. Write a five-paragraph essay on the benefits of having school online.
Handwriting Topic: Letter Formation and Smoothness
5. Practice writing B and b in cursive.
Spelling Topic: Write Unit 5 Week 5 Spelling words in a sentence. Spelling words
are listed following the lesson plan.
Topic: Outer planets
1. describe Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus & Neptune
2. compare/contrast Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus & Neptune
Resources:
Crash course kids “Gas Giants” https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WoPtsnIcSv8

Social
Studies

Brainpop “Solar System”
Username: pinelevel
Password: brainpop
Quiz yourself @ https://www.helpteaching.com/questions/Solar_System/Grade_5
*Students may also log into Google Classroom to view more assignments*
Topic: The Constitution
1. Define and research the Constitution
2. Brainpop “Constitution” (same username and password as above)
3. After lesson on Brainpop take the quiz

Unit 5 Week 5 Spelling Words: Greek Word Parts
telephone
graphic
thermometer
photographer
centimeter
paragraph
telescope
diameter
photocopy
speedometer
telegraph
millimeter
autograph
television
barometer
telecommute
pedometer
phonograph
kilometer
telephoto

telecommunication
autobiography
calligraphy
odometer
photosynthesis

March 30- April 3

We would like to extend some resources that would be beneficial to ALL of our
5th grade Learners over their extended absences.
This is NOT mandatory. We simply wanted to provide resources for those of you
who would like to work on academic learning with your students over the break.
We have broken it down by the academic subject areas and added online
resources.
These are ideas and resources from which you can choose. All Quizzes are for
practice only and will not be taken for a grade.

Reading

Math

Topic: Plot
1. Read with your student 30 minutes per day.
2. Watch movie on Brainpop (same username and password)
3. Take quiz
4. Print out one of the Worksheets on Brainpop
Read the story and complete the Plot
Topic: Adding and subtracting mixed numbers with regrouping
1. Watch video on coordinate plane
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/arithmetic/fractionarithmetic/arith-review-add-sub-mix-num-w-unlike-den/v/addingmixed-numbers-with-regrouping
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/arithmetic/fractionarithmetic/arith-review-add-sub-mix-num-w-unlikeden/v/subtracting-mixed-numbers-with-regrouping
Practice adding and subtracting mixed numbers with regrouping
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/arithmetic/fractionarithmetic/arith-review-add-sub-mix-num-w-unlikeden/v/subtracting-mixed-numbers-with-regrouping

2. Quiz yourself at:
https://quizizz.com/admin/quiz/5d198ea2dcb51b001a32ea18/addingsubtracting-mixed-numbers

3. Students should also review dividing decimals.
They can practice on Khan Academy:
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/arithmetic/arith-decimals/arithreview-dividing-decimals/e/dividing_decimals

Language Arts

Science

*Students may also log into Google Classroom to view more
assignments*
Grammar Topic: adjectives
1. https://www.brainpop.com/english/writing/adjectives/
2. Answer the quiz questions.
Writing Topic: Editing Five-Paragraph Essay
3. https://www.brainpop.com/english/writing/strengtheningsentences/
4. https://www.brainpop.com/english/grammar/runonsentences/
5. https://www.brainpop.com/english/grammar/punctuation/
6. After watching the videos, edit your five-paragraph essay.
Handwriting: Practice writing the following letters in cursive:
 Y and y
 Q and q
 O and o
 W and w
 B and b
Topic: Meteors, Meteorites, & Asteroids

Social Studies

Describe, compare & contrast each
Resources:
Brainpop “Asteroids”
https://www.brainpop.com/science/space/asteroids/
Scholastic Study Jams Website- click on “Solar System”
http://studyjams.scholastic.com/studyjams/jams/science/index.htm
Quiz yourself @
https://quizizz.com/admin/quiz/56c5e4de08af0bea550b4777/5thgrade-solar-system-quiz
*Students may also log into Google Classroom to view other
assignments
Topic: The Constitution
1. Research members who participated in the preparation and
writing of the Constitution

